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Objective
1. Good Examples of Network Visualisation for Inspiration; 
2. To gain a overview appreciation of terms and methods 

applied to studying networks; 
3. To understand the basic processes and questions that 

might be asked; 
4. To explore one particular tool - Gephi - that can aid in 

your own exploration.



Examples of Particularly Adept 
Network Visualisation 

for Analysis



Mapping Shakespeare’s Tragedies
‣ Are Shakespeare’s tragedies  

all structured in the same way? 
‣ Are the characters rather  

isolated, grouped, all connected? 
‣ each character is represented  

by a node connected with the  
characters that appear in the  
same scenes. 

‣ Density indicates how complete 
the graph is - does everyone 
interact with one another?



Stimulating Discussion …



Exploring Dáil Data
‣ Use NLP to extract entities  

from Session Transcripts 
‣ Who is Talking about 

What? 
‣ Interactive



The Star Wars Social Network
‣ Does similarity in the story 

translate to similarity in the 
social network of the new film?



Star Wars Characters
‣ Lucas: “It really is the story of the tragedy of Darth Vader, 

and it starts when he's nine, and it ends when he's dead.” 
‣ But is this the case? 
‣ Using Network Analysis - Degree Centrality - Who is 

important based on their connections to others - and 
Betweenness - Paths go through this character 

‣ Anakin is overall the most connected character in the 
first three films, based on his degree. He is however not 
very integral to the relations in the films!



Star Wars Characters
‣ In the original three films: 
‣ Luke is the most central character across all the films, and using 

both measures. The order of characters based on the two 
measures is almost the same. 

‣ The prequel trilogy has more complex social structures, with 
more interconnected characters. This also leads to the fact that 
Anakin is not that central to the story - some of the storylines 
happen alongside Anakin's story, or involve Anakin only on the 
side. On the other hand, the original trilogy has a more tight-knit 
structure. There is a smaller number of central characters and 
they bind the story together - this results into the agreement 
between the degree and betweenness centrality measures.



Conclusion
‣ Perhaps this is part of the reason why the original trilogy 

is more popular - the plots are more consistent and 
driven by the main characters. The prequels have a more 
decentralized structure and no clear hero. 

‣ Method: 
‣ the most difficult step here was getting the data into a good 

shape. The Star Wars screenplays all had slightly different 
formats so I spent most of the time figuring out the common 
properties of the HTML documents to create a common 
function for parsing them and for identifying character names.



https://industrialmemories.ucd.ie/networks/communications/#


Industrial Memories - Communication

https://industrialmemories.ucd.ie/project/the-transfer-graph


The Panama Papers
‣ Breaking news - Network Analysis is Real.

https://panamapapers.icij.org/the_power_players/


The Panama Papers

https://panamapapers.icij.org/the_power_players/


Kindred Britain

http://kindred.stanford.edu/#


Visualisation of Visualisations

http://moebio.com/datavisnetwork/


Getting to Grips with  
Network Analysis 

Terms and Concepts
Material to Build your Foundation



Basic Definitions of Network Terms
‣ Graph 
‣ Node 
‣ Edge 
‣ Degree 
‣ Diameter 
‣ Graph Density 

‣  

‣ Average Path Length 
‣ Centrality 
‣ Degree 
‣ In-Degree 
‣ Out-Degree 
‣ Closeness 
‣ EigenvectorBetweenenss



What is a Graph?
‣ A Graph is a way of expressing relationships between 

collections of items 
‣ A way of describing an ecosystem of entities 

‣ A - B 
‣ B - D 
‣ B - C 
‣ C - D 



Tower
Bridge
Station

What is a Node?
‣ Stuff are things - objects - entities 
‣ People, Characters, Books, Films, Movies, Jewels, Apples … 
‣ We Call these Nodes 
‣ They are also called Actors, Vertices, Points 

‣ Tell Us Who or  What we Are Talking About  

‣ In This case we have nodes and they can have attributes 
‣ Names, Role, Title, Author, Carat, Variety



Tower
Bridge
Station

Canada
Water
Station

Jubilee Line
What is an Edge?
‣ Relationships connect Nodes - We call these Edges 
‣ familial, professional, authorship, ownership, friendship 
‣ They are also referred to as Arcs, Links, Ties 

‣ An edge describes the relationship between nodes 
‣ It can have attributes - just as nodes do 
‣ brother, colleague, editor, partner, bossombuddy 

‣ One important attribute of an Edge is its Weight



What Are Components?
‣ Not all nodes in every graph will be connected to every 

other node 
‣ Individual components may exist within the same graph 

‣ Important as it represents a real world phenomenon and 
the shape of the graph as a whole 

‣ You will see reference to a Giant Component



An Introduction
to Data

Visualisation

Putting Your
Data on
the Map

Exhbit vs 
Palladio

Tools for Digital
Scholarly
Innovation

Visualising
Space and 

Time

What is Degree?
‣ Degree measures how connected a Node is to other 

nodes in the graph 
‣ How many connections does a node have to other nodes? 

‣ This measure implies connectedness in the graph but not 
be assumed to demonstrate worldly attributes without 
further measure and contextualisation 

‣ Degree is a whole number that states the number of 
edges to a node



What is Graph Diameter
‣ Diameter measures the length of the longest, shortest path 

between any two nodes on the graph 
‣ In other words it tells us the most extreme measure cos 

connectedness within the Graph 

‣ Quite complexly (as opposed to simply) all paths between 
each node are measured and this is the longest path - if a 
graph is dense this will be lower than a less dense graph 
where many if not all nodes are connected to all other 
nodes. 

‣ It gives us a sense of relationship densities within graph



What is Graph Density?
‣ The more nodes connected to the most other nodes 

makes a graph denser 

‣ This only tells us something within the context of what the 
edges represent between nodes 

‣ However it may suggest tight groups, or people that 
interact broadly within the entire network.



What is Centrality?
‣ Using a variety of measures, Centrality is a measure of 

the most important node in a graph 

‣ Degree centrality - number of connections 
‣ Closeness centrality - closeness to the entire network 
‣ Betweenness centrality - function within network  
‣ Eigenvector centrality - connection to well-connected 

nodes



What Questions Can We Ask of Stats?
‣ How Large is the Network? 
‣ How many steps for the two most distant nodes? 
‣ How Closely is Our Network Connected? 
‣ Is this a Dense Network? 
‣ Are nodes many connected? 
‣ Are there Large Hubs to the Network? 
‣ Are there crucial players in the community? 
‣ Are there Cliques (SubCommunities) in the Network? 
‣ Or is it highly connected in many directions?



And What Do the Answers Tell Us?
‣ Well Connected Networks May Allow for Rapid Diffusion 

of Ideas 
‣ Connectedness and Betweenness can hint that certain 

nodes have specific functions - bringing people together 
or crucial role in holding the graph/network/community 
together 

‣ People Who Know People - Are research papers self-
referential or broadly accepted by the community? 

‣ Are there cliques and clusters of opinion?



Question Caveats
‣ All Statistical Measures are Relative to This Network 
‣ Cannot easily compare between networks 
‣ Although can be done in a relative sense 
‣ Subject to many external variables such as: 
‣ Industry or Situation being studied 
‣ the specific definition of connectedness for that N’twork 

(collaboration or simple inetraction) 
‣ Time span being studied 
‣ etc.



The Network Analysis Process
1. Locate a dataset suitable for network analysis; 
2. Clean and manipulate the dataset to prepare for ingestion; 
3. Try out a variety of layouts looking for promising patterns: 

1. Homophily; 
2. giant component; 
3. hubs; 
4. diameter. 

4. Filter for more pattern clarity; 
5. Apply Statistical measures; 
6. Segment and Partition; 
7. Pull Out dynamic elements 
8. Make Graph available to others



The Impetus
“Nothing worth discovering has ever been found in safe 
waters.  

Or rather, everything worth discovering in safe waters has 
already been discovered, so it’s time to shove off into the 
dangerous waters of methodology appropriation, 
cognizant of the warnings but not crippled by them.” 

 - Scott Weingart



Rationale
‣ Any Humanistic data are almost by definition uncertain, 

open to interpretation, flexible, and not easily definable. 

‣ Node types are concrete; your object either is or is not a 
book.  

‣ Making the connection between the subjectivity and the 
certainty is the role of the scholar



Introducing Gephi
Another Tool (Weapon) for your Arsenal  



Steps
‣ Make Sure Gephi Installed 
‣ Run and Load ‘Les Miserables’ sample dataset 
‣ View default visualisation 
‣ View Data 
‣ Calculate a Few Stats 
‣ View Preview 
‣ Export Graph 
‣ Try Different Algorithm  
‣ Preview Results 
‣ Ask Questions of the Graph and Stats



Step 1 - Install and Launch Gephi



Step 2 - Open Sample File



Step 3 - A Network Graph!



Step 4 - Inspect Node Data



Step 5 - Inspect Edge Data



Step 6 - Summary Stats



Step 7 - Who Is Connected?



Step 8 - Someone is Important



Step 9 - Preview Your Graph



Step 10 - Preview Your Graph



Step 11 - Add Labels



Step 12 - Export Graph



Step 13
‣ Visual Goodness



So What Can We Know?
‣ Centrality measures are essential metrics to analyze the 

position of an actor in a network.  
‣ They come in many variations: 
‣ Degree centrality - number of connections 
‣ Closeness centrality - closeness to the entire network 
‣ Betweenness centrality - function within network  
‣ Eigenvector centrality - connection to well-connected nodes



Gephi in More Detail: Loading Data
‣ Gephi loads directly from Excel or via CSV from others 
‣ Gephi also supports richer formats that contain more 

attribute, layout and presentation data 
‣ GEXF - More complex networks - multimodal. 
‣ GML - GraphML - XML based interchange.



Gephi in More Detail: The Key Screens
Overview 
Visual Analysis 

Data 
Manipulate and Structure 

Preview 
Present for Sharing



Overview Portal

Select and Drag Nodes

Graph Summary

Pan and Zoom

Edge and Label Text

Algorithms and Attributes

Colouring and Grouping 
nodes



The Gephi Process

Source: Derek Greene from gephi.org

http://gephi.org


Alternate Tools
1. Onodo  
2. Polinode 
3. sigma.js 
4. Cytoscape 
5.  Pajek 
6.  NodeXL 
7.  LoxaWeb 
8.  Netminer 
9.  Social Networks Visualiser  
10.Linkurious

https://onodo.org
https://www.polinode.com
http://www.cytoscape.org
http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/
https://nodexl.codeplex.com
http://www.j4loxa.com/sna/gephi/plugins/tutorial.html
http://www.netminer.com
http://socnetv.sourceforge.net
https://linkurio.us/


Onodo
‣ Wizard-Based 
‣ Approachable

https://onodo.org/visualizations/11354


Polinode
‣ Web-based Application 
‣ Positive Aesthetics 
‣ Accessible 
‣ Good Analysis 
‣ Nicely Shareable 
‣ Built-in Survey Engine



sigma.js
‣ Framework for creating bespoke shared net vis 
‣ Accepts output from GEPHI

http://sigmajs.org


Cytoscape
‣ Designed for Molecular Biology 
‣ Extensible through apps 
‣ Exportable to web with cytoscape.js 
‣ OpenSource 
‣ V. User Friendly 
‣ Mature - Popular



Pajek
‣ Mature 
‣ Simple 
‣ Windows Only 
‣ Solid Analysis 
‣ Free



NodeXL
‣ OpenSource Excel Template 
‣ Pro version allows direct API access to Social Media 
‣ Limited Algorithms 
‣ Good Clustering 
‣ Automation/Scripting for Repetitive Tasks



LoxaWeb
‣ Multimodal 
‣ Web-based 
‣ OpenSource 
‣ Deploy Interactive to Web 
‣ Limited Algorithms  
‣ Supports Focussed Narrative Findings



Netminer
‣ Focused on Social Network Analysis 
‣ Academic Pricing 
‣ Commercial 
‣ Batch and Scripted Processing 
‣ Unique 3D Mapping 
‣ No Interactive Graph Export Option



Social Networks Visualizer (SocNetV)
‣ OpenSource 
‣ Includes a Simple Net Crawler 
‣ Nice Wizard 
‣ A couple unique algorithms 
‣ Transparent support of Network Analysis



Additional Resources
‣ Two Books 
‣ Mastering Gephi Network Visualisation- Ken Cherven 
‣ Network Graph Visualisation and Analysis with Gephi- Ken Cherven 

‣ Scott: Social Network Analysis 
‣ Weingart : Demystifying Networks 
‣ Lemercier: Formal network methods in history: why and how? 
‣ Düring: From Hermeneutics to Data to Networks: Data Extraction and 

Network Visualization of Historical Sources 
‣ Meeks: More Networks in the Humanities or Did books have DNA? 
‣ Hanneman: An Introduction to Social Network Methods 
‣ Green: Practical Social Network Analysis Using Gephi - Derek Greene 
‣ Easley: Networks, Crowds and Markets



Thanks 
Shawn Day @iridium


